
Statement on Swim Impersonation
Swim is aware that an individual has been falsely impersonating our CEO, Trimeka
Benjamin, in engaging in the hiring of independent contractors on freelancing platforms,
specifically through Freelancers.com.

To those who may have experienced any inconvenience or hardship due to this
impersonation, we extend our sincerest sympathies. Please be assured that we are fully
committed to pursuing all legal options to ensure that these individuals are brought to
justice.

We have initiated a comprehensive investigation to identify those responsible for this
deception and hold them accountable.

To ensure that our contractors understand the way that we engage with our contractors,
we would like to provide some important information about how we conduct business at
Swim Digital Group:

● All official communication with Swim Digital Group and Trimeka Benjamin is
exclusively conducted through our official email, which uses the
@swimdigitalgroup.com domain.

● We do not conduct business negotiations via messaging apps, including
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, or Telegram.

● Any communication originating from the number +1630 438 0236, or any other
international number, does not represent Swim Digital Group or Trimeka
Benjamin. If you receive any requests or messages from this number, please
report it promptly.

● We are not currently hiring for any translation services and do not provide real
estate services.

● We do not collaborate with freelancers through the platform Freelancers.com.
● We do not make payments to our vendors through Bitcoin, USDT, Ethereum,

PayPal, or Payoneer.

To ensure a safe and secure collaboration, all business communications with Swim
Digital Group are conducted directly through a swimdigitalgroup.com email address or a
specific hiring platform. This approach allows for dispute resolution mechanisms,
protecting both clients and freelancers in case of any misunderstandings.

If you have unfortunately fallen victim to this impersonation, we urge you to report the
activity on each platform involved, including Telegram, WhatsApp, Freelancers.com, and
any payment platforms. They have a responsibility to take appropriate action to resolve
these issues.

For any questions or business inquiries, please reach out to us through our official email
address at info@swimdigitalgroup.com.
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